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Abstract

In this work, the current state-of-the-art of articulatory speech
synthesis (VOCALTRACTLAB) is compared to a wide range of
different text-to-speech systems that once represented or still
represent the continuously evolving state-of-the-art of speech
synthesis technology. The comparison systems include neural
and concatenative synthesis by Google and Microsoft, as well as
Hidden Markov Model-based, unit-selection and diphone syn-
thesis developed at universities (using MARYTTS, MBROLA
and DRESS). A small corpus of 15 German sentences was syn-
thesized using the text-to-speech (and, if available, re-synthesis)
functionalities of each system. The intelligibility of the syn-
thesized utterances was evaluated in an ASR experiment. The
naturalness of the utterances was evaluated in a multi-stimulus
Likert test by 50 German native speakers. As an additional ref-
erence, recordings of natural speech were used in the experi-
ments. It was found that the articulatory synthesis can achieve a
performance on par with the non-commercial synthesis systems
in terms of intelligibility and naturalness, while being signifi-
cantly outperformed by the commercial synthesis systems.
Index Terms: text-to-speech, articulatory speech synthesis.

1. Introduction
From mechanical speech apparatuses [1], to electrical vocal
tract analogues [2–6], up to sophisticated computer simula-
tions [7–13]: articulatory speech synthesis has been a topic of
research for centuries. Despite the fact that this kind of syn-
thesis can be considered the most natural approach to speech
synthesis, as it aims to directly model the speech production
process that happens in a human vocal tract, it never played a
significant role outside the academic world [14]. This is mainly
due to (i): the difficulties that arise from modelling the time-
dependent vocal tract geometries, which need to be controlled
up to a very precise level. This requires a deep understanding of
human speech production and knowledge of articulatory move-
ments, which are not easily accessible experimentally. (ii) For a
long time, no complete aerodynamic-acoustic simulation of the
vocal tract existed. And (iii): At any given time, better sound-
ing alternative methods were available (e.g. formant synthesis,
parametric synthesis, concatenation synthesis or recently neural
synthesis) that did require less or no explicit knowledge of artic-
ulatory movements. Furthermore, the generation of synthesized
utterances with articulatory synthesizers generally involves a lot
of manual tuning, which is usually a very time consuming pro-
cess that requires expert knowledge.
Apart from very few (and outdated) exceptions such as GNUS-
PEECH [15], no modern articulatory text-to-speech (TTS) sys-
tems were available until now. This situation has changed with
the recent development of the state-of-the-art articulatory syn-

thesizer VOCALTRACTLAB1 [12] (VTL) version 2.3 that intro-
duced a fully automatic phoneme-to-speech conversion for Ger-
man. Using this functionality, it is possible to generate high
quality re-syntheses of any given German utterance. By extend-
ing the VTL with an additional grapheme-to-phoneme conver-
sion (G2P) and an intonation model, it is possible to setup a
complete TTS pipeline [16]. Although the produced speech by
VTL sounds intelligible, it is not yet known how VTL speech
compares against state-of-the-art systems of well established
speech synthesis technologies in terms of intelligibility and nat-
uralness.
The current study aims to rank the VTL synthesis among widely
used speech synthesis technologies such as diphone, Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), unit-selection and neural synthesis. It
extends the state of research on articulatory synthesis by the
following contributions:

1. A full articulatory TTS system based on the open source
software VOCALTRACTLAB is presented (VTL-TTS).

2. A fair comparison of articulatory synthesis (both fully-
automatic TTS and manual re-synthesis, which in this
case means to derive phone durations and pitch informa-
tion from natural speech recordings) with eight different
types of syntheses, as well as natural speech, is presented
in terms of intelligibility and naturalness. Although this
involves systems under active development and thus can
only serve as a snapshot, it gives valuable insight into the
speech synthesis landscape on the whole at this point in
time.

2. Methods
A small corpus of 15 German sentences, presented in Table
1, was synthesized in a neutral speaking style using differ-
ent TTS systems, namely Google Cloud TTS [17–21]2, Mi-
crosoft Azure TTS [22]2, MARYTTS [23], DRESS [24], as
well as VTL-TTS. Additionally, natural speech recordings of
the 15 sentences were manually re-synthesized using VTL and
MBROLA [25]. The intelligibility of the syntheses was eval-
uated using automatic speech recognition (ASR). The natural-
ness of the syntheses was evaluated by 50 German native speak-
ers in a listening experiment. Finally, a deep learning-based sys-
tem for speech naturalness evaluation (NISQA) [26] was evalu-
ated against the results from the listening experiment. All audio
sample files and the data files necessary to reproduce the syn-
thesized files are available in the supplementary materials3.

1https://www.vocaltractlab.de/ (Last visited 22.04.2021).
2 Since the companies’ systems are proprietary and continuously de-

veloped, no exact descriptions of the systems are available. Hence, the
references should be understood as an (incomplete) overview of impor-
tant contributions to the used technologies.

3https://github.com/TUD-STKS/TTS Comparison SSW21 (Last
visited 22.04.2021).
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2.1. Articulatory synthesis and TTS pipeline

2.1.1. VocalTractLab

The articulatory synthesizer VTL provides a one-dimensional
aero-acoustic simulation [27] within a model of the vocal tract
that is based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of a
real human vocal tract [12]. The current version VTL 2.3 pro-
vides three different types of vocal fold models [28–30]. In this
study, the geometric glottis model [28] was used, which is the
VTL default.
During the time domain simulation, the articulatory dimensions
of VTL are controlled by a set of time-dependent functions, a
so called gestural score [31, 32]. A gestural score consists of
several tiers, which describe the shape of the articulators, the
glottis shape, the intonation and the lung pressure, respectively.
While VTL allows for the direct construction and manipulation
of the gestural score and thus precise control, VTL 2.3 also of-
fers a more convenient higher level user interface (for German
speech). By providing a sequence of phone labels and their
respective acoustic durations, a gestural score of articulatory
movements can be automatically generated, excluding the pitch
contour. Therefore, only the missing intonation needs to be gen-
erated either manually or by some external means (see Section
2.2.2). The generated score can be freely edited after the au-
tomatic generation, which allows a semi-automatic workflow
where an utterance is initialized automatically and then tuned
manually (e.g., to match a reference utterance).

2.1.2. VTL-TTS

The used VTL-TTS pipeline consists of several stages. First,
a given plain input text is converted into its SAMPA transcrip-
tion, using a proprietary Web service by Aristech Gmbh [16].
The transcription also provides further annotations, such as the
utterance’s syllables and information on the linguistic stress of
the syllables. Subsequently, a set of 70 phonetic and linguistic
features is calculated. An intonation contour for the utterance is
then predicted using these features fed to a deep neural network.
Finally, the phone durations are predicted using empirically de-
termined, context-dependent reference values taken from [33].
The phone sequence is then turned into a gestural score using
the segment sequence interface of VTL 2.3 described above and
then converted into audio.

2.2. Stimuli preparation and preprocessing

2.2.1. TTS synthesis

Six of the TTS voices were accessed via their Web clients,
namely Microsoft Azure TTS4, Google Cloud TTS5 and
MARYTTS6. In case of the former two services, both a neu-
ral synthesis (in the following referred to as Azure-Neural
and Google-Neural), and a parametric/unit-selection7 synthe-
sis (in the following referred to as Azure-Standard and Google-
Standard) were used to produce the desired samples. In case of
the MARYTTS system, samples were synthesized via HMM-
based synthesis (using the German voice dfki-pavoque-neutral-

4https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/text-
to-speech (last visited 09.02.2021).

5https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech (last visited 22.01.2021).
6http://mary.dfki.de:59125/ (last visited 22.01.2021).
7 The companies are not specific about the exact technology that is

used for the standard (non-neural) voices. They state such voices are
created using either parametric or unit-selection synthesis or a mixture
of both.

hsmm de male hmm, in the following referred to as dfki-HMM)
and via unit-selection synthesis (using the German voice dfki-
pavoque-neutral de male unitselection general, in the following
referred to as dfki-unit) [34,35]. The other MARYTTS parame-
ters were set the following way (for both voices): “Input Type”:
TEXT, “Output Type”: AUDIO, “Audio-Out”: WAVE FILE
and “Audio-Effects”: Default (all turned off). For the Azure-
Neural and Azure-Standard syntheses, the parameter “Voice”
was set to Conrad (Neural) and Stefan, respectively. The other
parameters were set the following way (for both the neural
and parametric/unit-selection syntheses): “Language”: German
(Germany), “Voice Style”: General, “Speaking Speed”: 1.00
and “Pitch”: 0.00. For the Google-Neural and Google-Standard
syntheses, the parameter “Voice type” was set to WaveNet and
Basic, respectively. The parameter “Voice name” was set to de-
DE-Wavenet-B and de-DE-Standard-B, respectively. The other
parameters were set the following way (for both voices): “Lan-
guage”: Deutsch (Deutschland), “Speed”: 1.00, “Pitch”: 0.00
and “Audio device profile”: Default. Furthermore, samples
were created using DRESS, which is a pure diphone TTS syn-
thesis using the TD-PSOLA [36] algorithm. The male voice
Jörg was used during the synthesis. The “Rhythmn” parameter
was set to Klatt and the “Intonation” parameter was set to Fu-
jisaki (dt). Finally, samples were created using VTL-TTS using
the previously described processing pipeline.

2.2.2. Re-synthesis

The term re-synthesis describes a synthetic reproduction of a
natural speech recording that matches the original recording as
precisely as possible. In case of VTL, a manual re-synthesis
performed by an expert represents the highest quality that is
currently achievable with the software. Hence, manual re-
syntheses can give an idea of the maximum possible VTL-TTS
performance, if the pre-processing (i.e. G2P, phone duration
prediction and intonation prediction etc.) was ideal. For this
reason, the manual VTL re-synthesis was also evaluated against
the TTS systems in the experiments. In order to generate the
natural utterances, necessary for the re-syntheses, a 24-year-
old German native speaker was recorded at a sample rate of
44.1 kHz. Subsequently, the recordings were loaded into VTL,
where the respective phoneme sequence was aligned with the
natural speech so that the reproduced speech matched the origi-
nal utterances as closely as possible in terms of timing. In order
to match the intonation as well, the natural f0 contour of each
sentence was extracted using the software PRAAT [37]. The
software TARGETOPTIMIZER [38, 39] (TO) was used in order
to fit the natural contours using the TARGET-APPROXIMATION-
MODEL [40,41] (TAM). This step was necessary since the pitch
and articulatory gestures of VTL are based on the TAM. The
obtained pitch gestures were loaded into VTL and manually
fine-tuned when necessary. The audio samples were synthe-
sized using the speaker file JD2, which is the default VTL
speaker. There is no relation between the recorded speaker and
the speaker on whose data the JD2 model is based on (apart
from both persons being male). The audio samples were ex-
ported as WAV files with a sample rate of 44.1 kHz.
In order to have a second re-synthesis system to compare with
VTL, an additional diphone re-synthesis was made using the
open source software MBROLA8. The same phone durations
and pitch contours as for the VTL re-syntheses were used. How-
ever, the used database for the male German speaker de2 does

8https://github.com/numediart/MBROLA (Last visited 14.02.2021).
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Utterance IPA Translation

1 Aber sehen will sie ihn doch. "Pa:b5 "ze:n vIl zi: Pi:n dOx But she wants to see him.
2 Er sah viele bunte Regenbogen. e:5

“
za: "fi:l@ "bUnt@ "Ke:gn

"
bo:gn

"
He saw many colourful rainbows.

3 Chabos wissen wer der Babo ist. "
>
tSa:bo:s "vIsn

"
ve:5

“
de:5

“
"ba:bo: PIst The boys know who the boss is.

4 Das Telefon ist seit sieben Tagen
kaputt.

das "te:l@fo:n PIst zaI
“
t "zi:bn

"
"ta:gn

"ka"pUt
The phone has been broken for seven
days.

5 Die Artikel waren wieder vorrätig. di: PaK"ti:k
"
l "va:K@n "vi:d5 "fo:5

“
KEtIç The products were in stock again.

6 Die Soße ist viermal übergekocht. di: "zo:s@ PIst "fi:5
“

ma:l "Py:b5g@koxt The sauce boiled over four times.
7 Die Straßenbahn fuhr weiter geradeaus. di: "StKa:sn

"
ba:n fu:5

“
"vaI

“
t5 g@Ka:d@"PaU

“
s The tram continued straight ahead.

8 Diese Zeitung ist bereits veraltet. "di:z@ "
>
tsaI

“
tUN PIst b@"KaI

“

>
ts fE5

“
"Palt@t This newspaper is already outdated.

9 Sie fährt keinen Ferrari, sondern einen
Maserati.

zi: fE:5
“
t "kaI

“
n@n fe"Ka:Ki: "zOnd5n

"PaI
“
n@n maz@"Ka:ti:

She does not drive a Ferrari, but a
Maserati.

10 Benno gefällt die orange Vase. "bEno g@"fElt di: Po"KaNZ@ "va:z@ Benno likes the orange vase.
11 Es kann hilfreich sein, wenn man weiß,

wie ein Unterstand gebaut wird.
PEs kan "hIlfKaI

“
ç zaI

“
n v3n man vaI

“
s vi:

PaI
“
n "PUnt5Stant g@"baU

“
t vIKt

It can be helpful to know how to build a
shelter.

12 Er schützt vor Kälte, Wind und
Niederschlägen.

Pe:5
“

SY
>
tst fo:5

“
"kElt@ vInt PUnt

"ni:d5SlE:g@n
It protects against cold, wind and
precipitation.

13 Conny glaubt eigentlich nicht mehr an
den Osterhasen.

kOni glaU
“
pt "aI

“
gn

"
tlIç nIçt me:5

“
Pan de:n

"o:st5ha:z@n
Conny doesn’t really believe in the
Easter Bunny any more.

14 Sie läuft schnell hin. zi: lOI
“
ft SnEl hIn She runs there quickly.

15 Der Petersdom ist das Wahrzeichen des
Vatikans.

de:5
“

"pe:t5sdo:m Ist das "va:5
“

>
tsaI

“
çn
"

dEs
vati"ka:ns

St Peter’s Basilica is the landmark of
the Vatican

Table 1: The used utterances in German, their canonical IPA transcription, and English translation.

not contain a glottal stop. The durations of existing glottal stops
in the segment sequence files used in the VTL re-synthesis were
therefore split half and half between the left and right neigh-
bouring phones. Secondary diphthongs such as /o:5/ were bro-
ken down into the two individual vowels, each with half the to-
tal duration. For MBROLA re-syntheses, the f0 contours were
constructed as linear interpolations between f0 support points.
On average, as many f0 support points were used as there were
phones in the utterance.

2.2.3. Natural speech

In addition to the synthetic speech samples, natural speech
recordings of the 15 German sentences were also evaluated
in all experiments to serve as anchor points. The speaker for
the natural stimuli was different from the speaker for the re-
synthesis reference recordings in order to avoid possible bi-
ases, e.g. regarding the f0 contour. For the natural samples, a
male 27-year-old non-professional German native speaker was
recorded at a sample rate of 44.1 kHz. As in the previous
case, there is no relation between this speaker and the VTL JD2
model. For the recordings a large diaphragm condenser micro-
phone was used (Microtech Gefell M930). It was connected to
a low-noise pre-amplifier (Behringer Eurorack MX 1602). The
pre-amp was then connected to an audio interface (MOTU 896
HD) which was connected to a PC via FireWire. The natural
speech audio samples were recorded in a sound-proofed audio
studio. The speaking style was neutral.

2.2.4. Re-sampling and loudness normalization

The various synthetic and natural speech samples have differ-
ent sample rates. Hence, the amount of high frequency content
differs among the samples, since no frequencies can be present
beyond the respective Nyquist frequencies. However, the pres-
ence or absence of high frequencies are part of the technolo-
gies that should be evaluated in this study. Hence, the samples
were intentionally not downsampled to the smallest sample rate

present in the data (which would implicate a high frequency
cut-off for some of the samples). Instead, they were upsampled
to the largest present sample rate that is 44.1 kHz to facilitate
further processing without distorting the frequency contents.
Afterwards, all samples were loudness normalized. This is
very important since the various speech samples produced with
the different technologies (even though peak normalized) dif-
fered widely in their loudness. However, the loudness of a
sample might significantly impact the rating on a psychomet-
ric scale [42]. Hence, the audio amplitudes of all samples were
first peak normalized to −1 dB FS. Subsequently, the integrated
loudness according to the ITU-R BS.1770-4 recommendation
(measured in dB LUFS ) was calculated for each sample using
the PYTHON library PYLOUDNORM. Using the same tool, all
samples were then loudness normalized to the minimal loud-
ness obtained in the previous step, which was −25.7 dB LUFS.
This way all stimuli had the same loudness and the maximum
peak amplitude among all samples was −1 dB FS.

2.3. Evaluation of intelligibility

Evaluating the intelligibility of the audio samples in a percep-
tion experiment with human listeners would be challenging, due
to the high number of participants that would be required to
obtain an adequate statistical power. Hence, automatic speech
recognition was chosen as a tool to measure the intelligibility
of the synthetic and natural speech samples. Four state-of-the-
art commercial ASR systems, namely Google Web API, Mi-
crosoft Azure speech-to-text, IBM Watson speech-to-text and
Wit.ai (owned by Facebook), were accessed via their respec-
tive API using the PYTHON libraries SPEECHRECOGNITION
and IBM-WATSON. Four different systems were used in order
to reduce a possible impact from the biases of the ASR systems
towards certain speech styles, f0, voice etc. The audio files
were sent to each service and the speech-to-text conversion was
returned as a string. The word error rate (WER) between the
true text and the ASR answer was calculated using the python
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library JIWER. Thereby, both the true and recognized strings
were pre-processed in the following way: The punctuation was
removed from the strings, all characters were converted to lower
case, double or multiple white spaces were converted to a single
white space, leading and trailing whitespaces were removed.

2.4. Evaluation of naturalness

2.4.1. Listening experiment

In order to evaluate the naturalness of all samples, an on-
line perception experiment was carried out using the tool web-
MUSHRA9 [43]. The experiment was designed as a multi-
stimulus Likert test. Thereby, participants would see a single
page per sentence that contained all eleven versions of that sen-
tence. Each version had to be played and rated in order to pro-
ceed to the next page. Participants could play an audio sample
as often as desired. Each page displayed the utterance text at the
top of the page. Below that each page featured the following in-
structions (translated to English): “On a scale of 1 to 5 stars,
how natural (i.e., how human) does each utterance sound? (1:
Very unnatural, 2: Rather unnatural, 3: Neither, 4: Rather nat-
ural 5: Very natural). You have to play all versions to the end
and rate all versions.”
At the beginning of the test, participants were asked to play an
example audio sample in order to adjust their listening volume
to a pleasant level. Thereby, the example file was the sentence
(translated to English): “Please listen to the following sample
sentence and adjust the volume so that you find it comfort-
able.”. It was synthesized using the IBM TTS10 online client
that was not used for other samples in the experiment. Just as
all other samples, the example file was loudness normalized to
−25.7 dB LUFS.
In total, 50 subjects (18 male, 32, female) aged between 18 and
50 years (median: 24.0 years, mean: 26.6 ± 6.7 years) par-
ticipated in the experiment. Participants were required to be
German native speakers, but due to the online nature, no addi-
tional screenings were conducted. To avoid a bias of the results,
experts in (articulatory) speech synthesis technology were not
encouraged to participate.

2.4.2. NISQA

As an automatic kind of speech quality assessment, the pre-
trained CNN-BLSTM NISQA-TTS11 [26] model was used in
order to evaluate the naturalness of the synthesized speech sam-
ples. The predicted NISQA scores were then compared to the
ratings of the human listeners to evaluate the predictive power
of such an automated assessment system. This is of particu-
lar interest for articulatory synthesis, since the produced speech
is not directly derived from original, human recordings, which
might break the assumptions of a pre-trained assessment model.

3. Results
3.1. Evaluation of intelligibility

The word error rates across all samples are shown in Figure 1
for all four ASR systems separately. While the median of each
distribution is zero, one can see that the means (Google: 0.08±

9Despite its name, the tool is not limited to MUSHRA tests, but can
be used for several kinds of listening experiments. In this analysis, a
multi-stimulus Likert test was performed.

10https://www.ibm.com/demos/live/tts-demo/self-service/home
(Last visited 22.01.2021).

11https://github.com/gabrielmittag/NISQA (Last visited 14.02.2021).

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
WER

Google

Azure

Wit.ai

IBM

Figure 1: Word error rates across all speech samples, separated
into single distributions for the four ASR systems, shown as box
plots. The position of the median of each distribution is indi-
cated by two x-shaped markers. The position of the respective
mean is indicated by a triangle.

0.15, Azure: 0.13±0.22, Wit.ai: 0.16±0.24, IBM: 0.19±0.27)
differ due to the different amount of outliers. Based on two-
sided Mann-Whitney U tests (MWU tests), the Google WER
distribution of the Google ASR system is significantly different
from those of Wit.ai and IBM (p < 0.01), but not significantly
different from the distribution of the Azure system (p > 0.01).
No significance was observed between permutations of Azure,
Wit.ai and IBM (p > 0.01).

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
WER

Google-Neural

Google-Standard

Azure-Neural

Azure-Standard

Natural speech

dfki-HMM

MBROLA-Res

dfki-unit

VTL-TTS

VTL-Res

DRESS

Figure 2: Word error rates across all ASR systems, separated
into single distributions for each type of synthesis, shown as box
plots. Medians are indicated by two x-shaped markers. Means
are indicated by a triangle.

Figure 2 shows the WER distributions for all tested synthesis
types across all ASR systems. The synthesis types are sorted
by their respective mean (top: best performance, bottom: worst
performance). It is observed that the first five synthesis types
(Google-Neural and Standard, Azure-Neural and Standard, as
well as the natural speech) achieve a median WER of 0.0 across
all ASR systems, which means they are mostly identified cor-
rectly. The distributions differ slightly in their mean values,
but this is mainly due to the outliers. While the median WER
of the dfki-HMM syntheses is also 0.0, the distribution is still
significantly broader than the distribution of the natural speech
samples and those of the Google syntheses (p < 0.01, based
on two-sided MWU tests), resulting in a higher mean. No sig-
nificant difference was found among permutations of WER dis-
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1 2 3 4 5
Score

Natural speech

Google-Neural

Azure-Neural

Google-Standard

Azure-Standard

dfki-HMM

VTL-Res

MBROLA-Res

dfki-unit

VTL-TTS

DRESS

Figure 3: Likert scores across all listeners, separated into sin-
gle distributions for each type of synthesis, shown as box plots.
Medians are indicated by two x-shaped markers. Means are
indicated by a triangle.

tributions of the non-commercial synthesis systems. The WER
medians of the five worst performing technologies deviate from
zero and range from 0.04 (dfki-unit) to 0.14 (DRESS). The
mean values range from 0.17± 0.22 (MBROLA) to 0.25± 0.3
(DRESS).

3.2. Evaluation of naturalness

The results from the listening test are shown in Figure 3. The
order of synthesis types decreases in performance from top to
bottom (top: rated as most natural, bottom: rated as most unnat-
ural). The constituents of all possible distribution pairs, except
for permutations of dfki-HMM, VTL-Res and MBROLA-Res,
are significantly different (p < 0.01) from each other, based
on two-sided MWU tests. The natural speech performed best,
with a mean rating of 4.84 ± 0.50. It is followed by the two
neural syntheses (Google-Neural: 4.53 ± 0.73, Azure-Neural:
4.17±0.89). The commercial parametric/unit-selection synthe-
ses perform worse than the neural syntheses, with mean values
of 3.51± 1.09 and 2.72± 1.11, respectively. The re-syntheses
perform worse and similar to the dfki syntheses. VTL-TTS
is rated significantly less natural (1.51 ± 0.78) and DRESS
samples were rated to be the least natural sounding samples
(1.22± 0.56).
Figure 4 shows the measured subjective scores plotted against
the predicted scores from the NISQA-TTS model. It is observed
that the predicted scores do not agree well with the measured
data. While the performance of VTL-Res, VTL-TTS, dfki-unit
and DRESS is greatly overestimated, the performance of the
neural syntheses and the natural speech is underestimated. The
linear correlation coefficient between the predicted and mea-
sured values is ρ = 0.28.

4. Discussion
A small corpus of 15 German sentences was synthesized using
a wide range of different TTS systems that once represented or
still represent the continuously evolving state-of-the-art both in
the commercial and the academic domain of speech synthesis
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Predicted MOS

1
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4

5
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d 
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O
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Azure-Neural
Azure-Standard
dfki-HMM
dfki-unit
DRESS
Google-Standard
Google-Neural
MBROLA-Res
Natural speech
VTL-Res
VTL-TTS

Figure 4: Subjective MOS measured in the listening experi-
ment plotted against predicted MOS values determined with
the NISQA network. The errorbars indicate the ±1σ interval
around the mean.

technology. The intelligibility and the naturalness of the syn-
theses was evaluated and compared against natural speech in an
ASR experiment and in a listening experiment, respectively.
From the ASR experiment, it was observed that the WER’s of
the commercial TTS systems did not differ significantly from
the WER of natural speech. It can be concluded that the ob-
tained WER is rather limited by the recognition performances of
the ASR systems and less by the quality of the artificial speech
samples. The main reasons for the significantly worse perfor-
mance of the non-commercial systems are probably the synthe-
sis artifacts that are quite audible in case of dfki-HMM, dfki-
unit and DRESS. Further, the intonation and phone durations
have an impact on the performance. This is well exemplified
in case of VTL-TTS and VTL-Res. Despite pitch contours and
phone durations copied from natural utterances, VTL-Res per-
forms worse than VTL-TTS with regard to WER. It seems likely
that the longer and more uniform distibuted phone durations of
the VTL-TTS system increase the intelligibility in this case.
As expected, the participants in the listening experiment con-
sidered the natural speech samples as the most natural sounding
samples. Despite not being directly comparable due to the ex-
perimental setup of the Likert test, the obtained scores for the
Google-Neural and Standard syntheses are in agreement with
the MOS scores reported in [21]. In terms of naturalness, VTL-
TTS performs significantly worse than VTL-Res. Hence, a
more realistic modeling of intonation and phone duration could
improve the articulatory TTS pipeline a lot.
To conclude, none of the TTS systems is both, as natural and as
intelligible as natural speech yet, even though the commercial
neural voices come very close. However, the non-commercial
syntheses perform significantly worse. Within the subgroup
of academic systems, semi-automatic articulatory re-synthesis
proved to be very competitive in terms of naturalness and was
not significantly worse than the best non-commercial system
dfki-HMM. However, in order for articulatory synthesis to keep
up with the modern commercial systems, the overall quality
would have to improve greatly. Starting points for improving
intelligibility and naturalness of VTL syntheses include an im-
proved modeling of the noise sources inside the vocal tract,
modeling tongue-loops [44], and microprosodic effects.
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